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The question I want to consider today is the following: according to the notion of liberal
education advanced by John Henry Newman in his work The Idea of a University, was Socrates1
an educated man? Socrates is often recognized as the embodiment of an admirably critical and
philosophical spirit; but is it also possible for us to see in him the marks of intellectual culture?
The answer to this question will, of course, depend on what Newman meant by the phrase
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“liberal education.” Hence I will first examine the meaning he ascribes to it in The Idea of a
University, and then proceed to determine the extent to which Socrates fits into Newman’s
paradigm. I shall point out two essential ways in which Socrates conforms to Newman’s
doctrine and two ways in which he does not.
What, then, does Newman mean by “liberal education?” First, the “liberal,” which is
most properly opposed to the “useful,” designates what is pursued for its own sake. An activity
or endeavor is to be considered liberal when no result is expected from the activity beyond the
activity itself.2 Second, “education” refers to that process by which the intellect is refined,
perfected, and developed in its capacities. To adapt a parallel to which Newman himself makes
frequent appeal,3 education is to the intellect as exercise and proper dietary habits are to the
body. Just as physical activity and healthy eating develop and perfect the body, so does
intellectual activity develop, perfect, and, to use Newman’s terminology, “cultivate” the mind.
Education tends towards the perfection or excellence of the intellect as its goal. 4
Such being the meaning of “liberal” and “education” taken separately, we can see that
the complete phrase “liberal education” refers to the perfecting or cultivation of the intellect
for its own sake. Newman states:
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Surely it is very intelligible to say, and that is what I say here, that Liberal
Education, viewed in itself, is simply the cultivation of the intellect, as such, and
its object is nothing more or less than intellectual excellence.5
But in what precisely does such intellectual excellence consist? To begin with, it does not
consist in the mere accumulation of facts or acquiring of knowledge.6 A memory stored with
many facts and details may be a necessary condition of intellectual culture, but by itself it is not
sufficient. Intellectual excellence is not a mere passive acceptance of ideas; 7 for, as Newman
contends, the heart of education is the student’s active participation in the grasping of
knowledge in all its relations and implications, which requires him to engage the material,
fitting arguments into place and reconciling new concepts with what he already knows. The
one being educated must learn to assimilate ideas, compare positions, draw conclusions, and
estimate the value of information for himself, just as the healthy man must do his own exercise.
In Newman’s words, the content of knowledge “must not be admitted into the mind passively,
as so much acquirement, but must be mastered and appropriated as a system consisting of
parts, related one to the other, and interpretative of one another in the unity of a whole.” 8
Finally, one should take note that this systematic, integrated quality of the educated man’s
knowledge requires that he see each intellectual discipline in its proper place. Though he does
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specialize in his chosen field of study,9 he acknowledges the legitimacy of other pursuits,
respects the boundaries of every science, recognizes that each is but a partial view of the whole
of reality, and knows which questions should be referred to experts of other fields. He
possesses “the comprehension of the bearings of one science on another, and the use of each
to each, and the location and limitation and adjustment and due appreciation of them all, one
with another.”10 Such is the effect and goal of a liberal education.
Now we may ask: How does Socrates fair under this notion of liberal education? We can
at once recognize an essential attribute of education in him insofar as he appreciated the
importance of being an active participant in the grasping of knowledge. Socrates made it his
whole life’s work to draw others into a dialogue in order to actively examine the consistency of
their position on a wide variety of subjects. His mind was no passive receptacle of ideas; for he
gave no argument his assent, nor any claim his unguarded belief, without having first submitted
it to his critical judgment. Through a natural genius refined by long training, he was able to see
quickly the consequences of positions, and remained dissatisfied with all inconsistencies. He
believed, as did Newman, that human knowledge is one and unified, not fragmented and
incoherent.11 In terms of his attitude toward knowledge, Socrates is a remarkable example of
what education should entail.
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We may also notice, as a second point of agreement, that Socrates, as we know him
from Plato’s dialogues, would have been a model participant in Newman’s university. For, as
Newman argues, the essentials of a university could remain even if there were no teachers or
degree-examinations—depending, of course, upon the quality of the students:
When a multitude of young men, keen, open-hearted, sympathetic, and
observant, as young men are, come together and freely mix with each other,
they are sure to learn from one another, even if there be no one to teach them;
the conversation of all is a series of lectures to each, and they gain for
themselves new ideas and views, fresh matter of thought, and distinct
principles for judging and acting, day by day.12
Such a sketch is an apt description of Socrates’ own life, in particular his customary daily
association with the young men of Athens for the purpose of discussing philosophical issues.
He always insisted that, unlike the Sophists, he had “never been anyone’s teacher.”13 And yet
he gradually attracted a group of youth who became his constant companions in philosophical
conversation, creating for them an atmosphere highly conducive, and in fact dedicated, to the
refinement of the intellect. As he declared in the Apology, “I say that it is the greatest good for
a man to discuss virtue every day and those other things about which you hear me conversing
and testing myself and others, for the unexamined life is not worth living for men.” 14 And the
Socratic examined life entails, above all, the cultivation of the intellect.
Nevertheless, Socrates departed from Newman’s paradigm in at least two significant
ways. First, he did not maintain a “due appreciation” for certain intellectual disciplines other
than his own—specifically, the pursuits of natural science. Severely disappointed by the failure
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of the physicists, in his estimation, to make sense of the world through material explanations,
he decided to abandon his own study of natural science.15 He seems to have thought that
natural science was incapable of delivering on its promise of adequately explaining the physical
world and of yielding authentic knowledge as every worthwhile study does. Thus the grounds
of his decision violates Newman’s principle of comprehensiveness in education, which would
require the educated man to see each partial view of reality, that is each intellectual discipline,
in its proper place. In order to comply with Newman’s idea, Socrates would have had to allow
natural science its proper place in a unified study of things, instead of being leery of its methods
and skeptical of its ability to achieve knowledge. In this respect he did not entirely possess the
attributes of a liberal education.
Secondly, Socrates departs from Newman significantly when he identifies virtue with a
certain kind of knowledge. Whereas the unity of virtue and knowledge is a fundamental
Socratic teaching,16 Newman adamantly denies that any refinement of the intellect as such
contributes toward the acquisition of moral virtue.17 The Socratic doctrine that virtue is some
form of knowledge would explain why Socrates thought it was “the greatest good for a man to
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discuss virtue every day;” for if virtue is a certain kind of knowledge, then it would seem that
one could obtain virtue and goodness through philosophical discussion. Now insofar as moral
improvement was Socrates’ motivation for seeking knowledge, his ideal of the examined life is
not wholly consistent with Newman’s vision of education as the cultivation of the intellect
entirely for its own sake.18 For to cultivate the intellect for the sake of virtue is to cultivate it for
something else and not for itself.
Of the works discussed here today, Newman’s Idea of a University most directly
describes institutions of education in terms which a modern audience would recognize. And we
have seen how, in the case of Socrates, major aspects of his life and thought conform to
Newman’s model quite remarkably: in particular, his habitual method of critically examining
ideas, his attempt to integrate his knowledge into a consistent whole, and his creation of a
community of companions grounded in intellectual discussion. This remains true, despite his
hesitancy about natural science and his stance on the unity of virtue and knowledge. Although
these two positions are indeed irreconcilable with Newman, the latter at least puts him in
contact with Hugh of St. Victor and medieval Christian education in general. Differences with
Newman notwithstanding, the Socratic achievement, considered precisely as an achievement in
education, is still of the highest cultural importance. At his trial, Socrates was formally charged
with “corrupting the young”19 of Athens because he was indeed at the center of a real and
potent change in their intellectual lives. He may not have possessed every mark of the liberally
educated man, but he was educated enough to have caused, through those who came under
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his influence, a revolution in philosophy, and to have impressed an irrevocable mark on the
character of all Western thought, trailing in the wake of his “second voyage.”20
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